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7 Steps to Create 
Powerful Marketing 
Campaigns with
Personalized Video

Idomoo Express is an easy-to-use service that o�ers the best end-to-end solution for 
scalable, secure, and seamless mass video generation in real-time. With the 
Storybuilding Suite and its cost e�icient self-service process, you can easily enter the 
personalized video revolution and start enjoying superior business results.

The 7 Steps of Idomoo’s Personalized Video
1. Organize Your Building Blocks and Create a Storyboard

The StoryBuilding Suite is a SaaS that allows you to create a storyboard intuitively. The 
storyboard defines the order of the scenes and the dynamic rules for the scene selection. 
You can use the StoryBuilder to customize each scene including: text, color schemes, 
setting values of static parameters, definitions for dynamic parameters (the value for 
dynamic parameter is provided only at the video generation phase), and configuring the 
appropriate audio for the scene.
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2. Create Your Basic Stories / Video scenes 

Use existing videos scene from the Idomoo scene library or upload your own scenes. A 
video scene is the basic building block for creating a personalized video story. Idomoo 
LaunchPad is a plugin which allows you to build video scenes using the leading industry 
standard tool, Adobe A�er E�ect (AE). The plugin allows you to easily mark the dynamic 
elements in a scene such as text, image, video, and voiceover. Idomoo LaunchPad allows 
for building high-quality dynamic scenes while maintaining the creative freedom to build 
scenes in any style: Live-action, 2D, or 3D animation.
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3. Customize Your Landing Page to Fit Your Needs
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4. Customize Your Email to Fit Your Needs

A landing page is a destination page that hosts your personalized video. Idomoo’s 
Landing Page Builder o�ers easy customization of the landing page template.  
Customization includes:  text, colors, company or brand logos, Call-To-Action buttons, 
and social media links. Idomoo’s Landing Page is compatible with mobile and PC 
platforms. 

Email is one of the most popular distribution channels for Personalized Video. Idomoo’s 
Email Template Builder allows you to easily configure a personalized email. Clicking on 
the personalized video thumbnail link will redirect the user to the Landing Page where 
the personalized video can be viewed. The email builder uses Idomoo’s best practices for 
sending personalized videos.
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5. Generate Millions of Videos 

6. Distribute Videos Via Email and Social Media

Insert your data to finalize your videos. We support generating videos in real-time using 
API calls or generating the videos in advance by uploading a batch file (CSV UTF-8) that 
contains all the data to generate any number of videos.

Share the adventure of making a personal video. The opportunity to distribute videos is 
limitless connecting people with your personalized video all around the world. Videos 
can be sent via email or shared on social media network sites within seconds. Individuals 
can view your video or opt to personalize the video for someone else.
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7. Analyze the Performance of the Personalized Video Campaign

Bonus Step
Try it for Yourself

With an in-depth analysis you can review or change your content to improve your data. 
Idomoo's personalized engagement channel drives exceptional data and can produce 
powerful results. If you are not receiving desired KPIs, the analytics will explain what 
needs further improvement.

This video can now 
become your journey by 
clicking the thumbnail on 
the right.

https://pv.idomoo.com/#/sharewithyourfriend
www.twitter.com/idomoo
https://www.facebook.com/IdomooPVaaS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/idomoo

